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His Excellency Global community Potentate Nicolae Carpathia is back, this time as Satan.

Resurrected and indwelt by the devil himself, its no more Mr. Nice Guy as the beast tightens his grip

as ruler of the world. Ensconced in a new safe house, the Trib Force suffers tragic loss at the dawn

of the second half of the seven-year tribulation, the Great Tribulation. Meanwhile, Carpathia plans

his overt attack on the so-called Judah-ites, while the Trib Force gears up for its most ambitious

countermeasures ever. And the battle is launched between the forces of good and evil...
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"Frank Muller ... will do such a fantastic job that the blind will see, the lame will walk..." --Best-selling

author Stephen King

Noted scriptural authority Tim LaHaye provides outlines for the vivid Biblical prophecies in the Left

Behind series. Best-selling author Jerry B. Jenkins creates the dramatic stories for each fast-paced

apocalyptic thriller.

The books in this series just get better and better. I found myself actually frightened at moments and

so disturbed by what I read that I had to step back for a bit. That's a sign of excellent writing! The

bad guys are so terribly bad and the evil is not candy coated. That's why it was hard for me because

things said and done by the characters were very offensive. Now that is not a bad thing considering



who the characters are and if this is to be true to life, then yes that evil would prevail to the point that

very offensive behavior and talk would take place. One thing is clear in these books, the battle

between good and evil won't be watered down in real life and it isn't here. But it is still respectful and

sympathetic to the reader so no worries. All these qualities make a very exciting story. I find myself

reading the books so fast I have to make myself slow down and pace myself. No point rushing a

good thing. If you are thinking about reading the Left Behind Series, start at the beginning and get

ready for the ride of your life.

If you like suspense thrillers that keep you on the edge of your seat and you just can't put down; you

MUST read the "Left Behind Series" by Tim LaHaye and Jerry B. Jenkins!When I began reading this

series my life was changed...I never could read a book and finish it before. However, Book 1, "Left

Behind," started me on a road to reading. Unbelievable! I could not put the books down; and then I

couldn't wait to get to the next book (you do need to read them in order so you don't get confused or

lost.The first book in the series moved a little slow for me; but after that BAM! The following books

moved quickly. In fact, I was reading a book a week and that was a miracle for me because prior to

starting this series I had only read one other book straight through in my lifetime.I think what made

these books even more thrilling than most is that this series is based on the truths of the Scriptures

and the prophecy of the Bible. The writers, Tim LaHaye & Jerry B. Jenkins, took the prophecies that

point to the time we are living in now and what is to come. They layed them out in a way so that you

can envision the days ahead for the planet Earth and it's people. So exciting!I FIRST READ THESE

IN THE 90'S and WOW! It's amazing to watch these prophecies unfolding in the daily events in the

World around us. The reality of the media news fills our days with tradgedies and violence beyond

our imaginations. The good news is that in the midst of it all, after reading these books, we can see

the way to hope for a better day. I know you will not be disapointed in these books.The MOVIE

versions did not do the books justice and were a big disapointment. Too much was changed and left

out.*Complete Series 16 Volume Left Behind Set: The Rising, Regime, Rapture, Left Behind,

Tribulation Force, Nicolae, Soul Harvest, Apollyon, Assassins, The Indwelling, The Mark,

Desecration, The Remnant, Armageddon, Glorious Appearing, Kingdom Come (Left Be...

Love this series. One thing I would like is to be able to order the book in either paperback or hard

cover and also be able to download to my kindle. That way I have the hard copy for my library and

yet still be able to read it on my tablet. Right now I'm having to make two purchases, one for the

hardcopy and another purchase for the kindle download.



This book is about number 8 in a series of about 13 books. You need to read all of them. They are

awesome. Christian based on the bible's book of revelations, they tell the story of several main

characters, later added groups of people and the experiences they have during all the biblical

prophecies.The fears many of us have of a one world order and how that might unfold. My husband

and I are not bible readers or church goers, we are of native heritage and follow our old traditional

teachings but these books, all of them are hard to put down.These are all written in realistic possible

scenarios and will keep you interested throughout the whole series which ends with the coming of

Christ and the thousand year peace. The Mark concerns the Mark of the beast and how it might be

forced on people or people tricked to take it and those who don't want it fight to hide and prepare to

survive without it.

Have read the series from beginning to . . . well, not the end but getting close. I have loved every

minute of it. Very good series. A lot of bad reviews comparing this series with another series by

different authors. Not very bright, every author has their own style of writing, if you didn't like the

writing why did you keep reading to the 8th book?! Would recommend this series to any Christian

wanting to learn more about the end times discussed in the Book of Revelations of The Bible. It is

both funny, suspenseful, and addictive!!

By using the word DRAMA I do not mean for anyone to deny the authenticity of this engaging text.

The two men responsible for these books are inspired by GOD. Truly they take some of the most

confusing scripture in the Bible and make it not only understandable but also fascinating engaging

and provocative- not in an immoral sense but in a sense of giving us an inspirational incentive to

see all we know saved. With the salvation of all we know becoming our primary goal, we will be

more prepared than ever after reading this book and the rest in the series as well as the Left Behind

series which maintains the same integrity with a different point of view and additional details.

I enjoyed all his books

I'VE ENJOYED THE ENTIRE SERIES. MY 2nd TIME THROUGH.
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